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PlumThyme is a female founded company based in
San Francisco Bay Area. We design and manufacture
reusable period pads in the USA 

Who we are 



Our mission 
is to make a positive environmental impact by providing an easy to use
and highly effective alternative to single use menstrual products



Sustainability
we believe a truly sustainable period product
is the one you can REUSE for years

Inclusivity
we support and empower everyone who
menstruates to embrace their cycle

Positive impact
we make regular donations to important
causes such as ending period poverty and
cleaning up oceans from plastic waste

Openness
we aim to end the shame and stigma
surrounding periods, it is a real and essential
part of our life after all



Facts and numbers
founded in 2021

1,000+ customers worldwide

over 90% of customers are Gen Z and
Millennials

500 000+ single use menstrual products
diverted from landfills



Our product
We designed a reusable pad that is easy to
use and works better than disposables. It is
washable, reusable for 5+ years and
ethically made in the USA from premium
organic cotton. It looks bloody awesome
too (pun intended)!



Main features of PlumThyme
reusable pad

organic cotton layer
next to the skin

super absorbent
Zorb® technology

leak-proof breathable PUL
layer keeps the blood inside

the pad

dark colored absorbent
core eliminates the need

to treat stains 



Our journey
the idea is born and the first prototype
is created in our California studio

June 2021

started searching
for manufacturer
July 2021

September 2021

real people begin
testing prototypes and
providing feedback

November 2021
updated design and
fabrics based on the
feedback received

December -
February 2021

found our
manufacturer in
Massachusetts and got
the first samples sewn

March 2022
custom fabric prints
are created by our
brand designer



Our journey
testing the prototypes again
and collecting feedback

April 2022

confirming production
timelines with our
manufacturer

July 2022

we are
here now

 



PlumThyme was born when one eco-conscious
menstruating person couldn't find a period product
that would be more comfortable than a regular
menstrual pad and won't go straight to trash after
just one use

Our story



"I have tried organic disposable pads that fall apart
during wear and still end up in trash, silicone cups
that caused discomfort and made my cramping
worse before discovering reusable period pads.

I was surprised how comfortable they are and how
little options of such a product exist. I wanted to
design a pad that would be effective, easy to use and
won't sit in a landfill for centuries." – Lana (she/her),
PlumThyme founder

Our story



The future 
Our goal is to change the period game and encourage everyone who
currently uses single use pads to try a reusable alternative.

 Over 95% of those who tried a reusable pad agree they wish they made
the switch earlier and are not planning to go back to disposable products.



The future 
PlumThyme pads are stocked by numerous zero waste and refill stores in
the USA, we even have a beauty salon and a yoga studio as our stockists.

We aim to bring reusable period pads to many more retailers in the USA
and worldwide so every person can have access to a truly sustainable
and more comfortable period care product.
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